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August 16, 2021 

Via eFile 
 
Lyle W. Cayce 
Clerk of Court 
United States Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit 
F. Edward Hebert Building 
600 S. Maestri Place 
New Orleans, Louisiana  70130 
 

 

Re: Pulse Network, L.L.C. v. Visa, Inc., No. 18-20669  

Dear Mr. Cayce: 

Visa defends neither Judge Hughes’ reasoning nor his conduct, and its alternative 
arguments for affirmance identify no relevant intervening authority and fall flat.  The Court should 
reverse and reassign.  

A. The FANF Structure Inflicts Antitrust Injury on Pulse. 

Throughout this appeal, Pulse has repeatedly explained why the FANF pricing structure, 
when viewed as the integrated whole it so plainly is, inflicts straightforward antitrust injury on 
Pulse.  Visa has repeatedly responded by trying to change the subject.  But much as Visa would 
like this Court to evaluate the FANF’s per-transaction component in isolation from its fixed-fee 
component and claim per-transaction fees have fallen, see Visa.Letter.Br.3-4, 8-9, the Supreme 
Court has oft and very recently reminded courts that antitrust analysis must be grounded in “market 
realities.”  NCAA v. Alston, 141 S.Ct. 2141, 2158 (2021).  Applying that principle here does not 
even require looking at both sides of a two-sided market; it simply requires looking at both halves 
of an integrated pricing structure that every market participant experiences as a single, integrated 
price for a single Visa product, i.e., debit network services.  Those market participants include 
Visa’s competitors, like Pulse, who cannot compete because their customers have no choice but to 
pay Visa’s upfront fee that finances artificially low per-transaction fees; merchants,  

 
 and Visa itself, which has repeatedly 

acknowledged that the FANF’s unavoidable fixed-fee component  
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Visa protests that the FANF’s per-transaction component is not “predatory.”  
Visa.Letter.Br.8.  But, as to overall prices, FANF enables Visa to charge higher, not lower prices.  
And, as to the artificially low per-transaction fees, FANF inflicts the same kind of antitrust injury 
as a predatory-pricing scheme but is infinitely more sustainable because Visa uses its market power 
to “pre-coup” reduced per-transaction reductions via its unavoidable upfront charge.  Visa notes 
that Pulse itself does not pay FANF charges, Visa.Letter.Br.8, but that is true in every antitrust 
case brought by a competitor rather than a customer.  Visa cannot seriously suggest that only 
customers have standing (though Judge Hughes implied as much).  As one of the few intervening 
authorities Visa identifies reiterates, courts “usually presume that competitors and consumers in 
the relevant market ... suffer antitrust injuries.”  McGarry & McGarry, LLC v. Bankr. Mgmt. Sols., 
Inc., 937 F.3d 1056, 1065 (7th Cir. 2019) (emphasis added).  As Visa’s direct competitor, Pulse 
plainly suffers antitrust injury on account of Visa’s use of its monopoly power to win routing 
decisions while raising its prices.   

B. The PAVD Mandate Inflicts Antitrust Injury on Pulse. 

The PAVD mandate is indisputably a tying arrangement, and Pulse is indisputably a 
competitor in the tied market.  Visa’s letter brief—like its previous briefs—does not cite a single 
case holding that a competitor in a tied market lacks antitrust standing to challenge an illegal tying 
arrangement.  Pulse’s antitrust injury is obvious. 

Visa insists that the PAVD mandate does not actually hinder competition in the tied market 
(i.e., the market for PIN-debit services) because Pulse is still able to compete to be an unaffiliated 
PIN-debit network alongside PAVD or Interlink.  Visa.Letter.Br.6-7.  But robust competition 
generally allows a competitor to oust a rival.  When a dominant firm uses market power to make 
that impossible, the antitrust injury is obvious.  Absent the PAVD mandate, issuers could shun 
PAVD and Interlink altogether (as many would prefer) by enabling multiple non-Visa PIN-debit 
networks, or by making one non-Visa network the exclusive PIN network on their Visa-branded 
cards.  The PAVD mandate eliminates both options by using Visa’s market power over the 
signature-market to force issuers to enable PAVD or Interlink.  That tying arrangement reduces 
competition and causes the classic antitrust injury in a tying case:  Visa uses the tie to win routing 
decisions that Pulse would otherwise win.  Pulse.Reply.Br.14-16. 

Rather than respond to that straightforward argument, Visa asserts (without citation) that 
foreclosing Pulse from obtaining exclusive placement ensures competition and cannot inflict 
antitrust injury.  Visa.Letter.Br.3, 6.  That is dead wrong, as exclusive-dealing agreements are 
frequently a critical pro-competitive mechanism for non-dominant firms to compete with dominant 
firms.  Pulse.Reply.Br.16.  A dominant firm like Visa has an obvious temptation to block its 
competitors from offering such exclusive arrangements, and when the dominant firm yields to that 
temptation, it inflicts antitrust injury.    

Visa asserts that the PAVD mandate is pro-competitive because Visa’s higher issuer-side 
fees are supposedly offset by lower merchant-side fees.  Visa.Letter.Br.7.  But Visa cites nothing 
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in the record to support that assertion, which is a merits argument in any event.  Moreover, Visa’s 
attempt to cast the PAVD mandate as good for merchants, see Visa.Letter.Br.5-7, ignores that 
“merchants have no choice but to accept Visa debit despite perennial complaints about the high 
cost of Visa’s debit service,” DOJ Compl. ¶3, https://bit.ly/3laO6oc, and that the PAVD mandate 
helps entrench the FANF, which  

C. Visa’s Merchant and Issuer Agreements Inflict Antitrust Injury on Pulse. 

The antitrust problem with Visa’s merchant and issuer agreements is straightforward:  Visa 
uses its monopoly power to entrench itself by penalizing merchants and issuers if they do too much 
business with Visa’s rivals.  That is as straightforward and “coherent” a theory of antitrust injury 
and violation as they come.  Visa.Letter.Br.9; see DOJ Compl. ¶5 (Visa “has hamstrung smaller 
rivals by ... entering into restrictive agreements that prevent rivals from growing their share in 
online debit”); id. ¶¶6, 32, 45; Pulse.Reply.Br.19-20.  And that is presumably why Visa does not 
seriously contest antitrust injury as to the agreements.  It instead raises only merits-based 
arguments about proximate cause that are premature, especially when Pulse has had no meaningful 
opportunity to engage in discovery thanks to Judge Hughes’ abusive case management, which Visa 
tellingly does not defend.  The case for reversal and reassignment is clear. 

Respectfully submitted, 

s/Paul D. Clement 
Paul D. Clement 
  Counsel of Record 
Kirkland & Ellis LLP 
1301 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW 
Washington, DC 20004 
(202) 389-5000 
paul.clement@kirkland.com 
 
Counsel for Plaintiff-Appellant  
Pulse Network, L.L.C. 
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